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Introduction

Data centers are rapidly expanding to meet the nation's need for everything from streaming content on mobile devices to industry requirements for technology, healthcare, finance, and more. In turn, this growing demand challenges local communities and data centers to find new ways to balance quality of life while meeting the needs for real estate, energy, and other resources.

As the world leader in the data center revolution, Virginia's Loudoun County represents the perfect use case. In December 2023, MITRE is convening a collaborative, constructive discussion of the circumstances faced by Loudoun. Our objective is to encourage stakeholders to identify resilient, efficient, and sustainable opportunities to meet growing computing demand in mutually beneficial ways.
Challenges

National Concern. New digital technologies are emerging daily. ChatGPT and other large language models are just one example of how critical resilient and efficient computing has become to U.S. and global security. Between 2010 and 2018, global data center (DC) computation increased by about 550%. This was impressively paired with an increase of only 6% in DC energy usage up to 205 terra-watt hours (TWh), or 1% of the global demand [1]. This success was driven by increases in DC efficiency. However, DC growth shows no sign of slowing down as our reliance on large data mature, while efficiency increases become increasingly hard-won. The U.S. hosts approximately one third of the total number of DCs around the world. Additionally, Google-owned DCs in the U.S. consumed approximately 3.37 billion gallons of water in 2021, 90% of which was potable water [2], while Microsoft increased its water consumption by 34% between FY21 and FY22 [3].

Northern Virginia Growth. Northern Virginia is home to the world’s largest DC market, with nearly as much capacity as the second- to fifth-largest markets combined [4] [5]. Dominion Energy supplies most of Loudoun County’s power. Currently, DCs account for roughly 20% of Dominion Energy’s total electricity sales in Virginia [6]. Since 2019, Dominion Energy has connected nearly 70 DCs with over 2.6 gigawatts (GW) of capacity in Northern Virginia. In 2027, the demand from DCs is expected to grow by another 2.6 GW [7]. Additionally, Loudon County may enable an additional 56 million square feet of land to be used for DC expansion within Dulles Cloud South, an undeveloped area of southeastern Loudoun [5]. This growth further increases the energy demands on the power grid.

Load Projections. Accuracy is critical to planning infrastructure upgrades to meet customer demand. The power demands driven by DC growth and operations are increasingly difficult to track. PJM, the regional transmission organization that coordinates the local grid, has released successive 15-year load growth projections that jump from a 1.0% to a 4.4% annual growth rate alongside a 28 to 42 GW summer peak [8]. Frequent changes in forecasts make it difficult to justify the large-scale capital investments needed to meet even the most conservative of projections.

Quality of Life. Northern Virginia residents and government representatives have voiced concerns regarding the planned and potential continued construction of transmission lines to service increased energy demand [9] [10].

Water Stress. DCs often stress existing water supply and water/wastewater infrastructure. Loudoun County currently draws its water from the Potomac River in Maryland. Previous conflicts regarding increases in Virginia’s use of that water have resulted in lengthy legal proceedings that ended up at the U.S. Supreme Court [11]. Additionally, reduced water levels in the region have led to the initiation of drought operations [12]. Further challenges may force a limit, even if temporary, on the water supply for Northern Virginia or may delay water infrastructure updates necessary to support DC growth.

Shrinking Space. Another constraint facing the DC industry in Loudoun is the available land with proximity to electric and water utilities. The Loudoun County DC Land Use Study, released in 2022, characterizes the potential for new DC developments based on land availability, proximity to utilities, and geographical conditions. Most land adjacent to Route 7 is unsuitable for growth, while portions of eastern and southeastern Loudoun County may show potential for DC expansion. Some areas may become suitable pending utility infrastructure updates [5].
Solution Opportunities

**Energy Optimization.** Significant energy reductions or capacity increases can be made through upgrading and optimizing DC hardware. This includes low-capital opportunities that can be implemented on a short-term timescale to increase capacity without infrastructural changes. Utilizing modeling tools, such as computational fluid dynamics and thermal imaging, to optimize air management and cooling can provide a capacity increase of 10-30% without additional energy requirements [13] [14]. IT management strategies are also valuable tools in maximizing energy effectiveness [15]. With higher capital investments, DCs can better utilize floor space and consolidate IT workloads. For example, liquid cooling can be employed through rear-door heat exchangers, direct-to-chip cooling, or immersion cooling for increasing energy reductions and efficiencies [16].

**Water Optimization.** The Reclaimed Water Program implemented by Loudoun County will alleviate some of the strain on potable water supply caused by DC demand [21]. To reduce the burden on local utilities, many DCs have begun implementing water harvesting, treatment, and reuse measures to create more sustainable water management programs. Incentive programs for more water-efficient DC design could decrease Loudoun County’s capital and operational expenditure while allowing DCs to enable the use of sustainable water management throughout their operations.

**Onsite Generation.** Localized infrastructure provides a solution for meeting the energy requirements of a growing DC demand without requiring additional public infrastructure such as power lines. Microgrid technologies will allow DCs to adopt a behind-the-meter approach, combining renewables, stationary battery energy storage systems, thermal batteries, responsive end-use loads, and various other distributed energy resource technologies. Utilization of these technologies would allow DCs to operate autonomously and locally, thus mitigating grid disturbances, minimizing energy infrastructure in the community, and reducing carbon emissions [17] [18]. Several power production technologies could provide carbon-free local generation, including small modular nuclear reactors and green-hydrogen powered fuel cells. These technologies are not yet commercially viable; however, recent advancements have shown promise of deployable, nonvariable, and carbon-free power generation with minimal land use [19] [20].
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